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SPEECH BY MR. HUGH DALTON

The Right Honourable Hugh Dalton, M.P., Minister of Economic Warfare,

speaking today at the opening of the Warship Week at Bishop Auckland said:

"Command of the sea By the British and Allied Navies remains an

ssential condition of victory. We owe a debt we can never repay to the

brave men of the Royal Navy and the Merchant Service. They have kept open

our supply lines across the seas. They have saved our people from starvation

raid from invasion, and from all the nameless horrors perpetrated By the

Hun in Poland, in Occupied Russia and Greece.

"The Navy is the foundation of the blockade, and of that economic

pressure on the energy which it is the duty of the Ministry of Economic Warfare

to maintain and to intensify. We have lost, for a time, but only for a time,
command of the sea in the Western Pacific. That is why the Japanese, in

the Prime Minister’s phrase, can make hell while the sun shines.

"We have had some bad knocks, and some bad news lately. But this must

only steel our determination to go all out for victory. No dull tradition, no

vested interest, no selfish calculation of post-war profit, no personal

vanity, no unco-operative individualism, must stand in the way of a maximum

war effort.

"Immense Powers are mobilising, British, American, Russian, Chinese, and

all the tortured and submerged nationalities in Europe. In the long run this

great united force will be irresistible. But we must shorten the long run, and

Bring victory soon. Each of us must cam the cowboy’s epitaph, 'he done his

damnedest. Angels can do no more'. Each in his own way can play his part and

hasten the day when the enemy shall be laid low and the sunrise shall light

up the sky for all free peoples everywhere."
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